
Have The Courage to Be Outstanding 

April 9th, 2012 Minutes 
 

Meeting called to order at  7:04 

Announcements 
Principal’s  Report : Two full day, two half-day kindergartens. All already 
full. Full day is completely full; half day has room but it’s more full than it 
usually is at this time of year. 

Budget & Staffing: Not available yet. Waiting on information from the state 
so we don’t have to undo anything in the fall. We should have it in a week; it 
takes a couple weeks after that to process everything and meet with the staff. 

Kindergarten Preview: Coming up! During that time, also sign up for 
assessments.  

Encore Nominees: Haven’t gotten those yet.  

TCAP: Very few absences, very positive attitudes. 

Minute Approval : Motion to approve minutes carries. 

Financial  Update: Two things changed in the budget. We approved $250 
for Odyssey of the Mind last month. Took money from child care for FRCC 
and put toward gift cards. 

Classroom Updates 
PK: Continuing with numbers and letters and I’m baffled that three-year-old 
is coming home writing letters and numbers. 

K: Went Friday to see “Jack and the Beanstalk” at Boulder’s Dinner Theatre. 
Thanks to PTO for helping with that. Collecting postcards from Spring Break. 
Chicks starting soon! 

1st:  Back to doing more science. Started geometry. Just did Flat Stanley. Next 
month is Butterfly Pavilion. 

2nd: Continuing to work on expanding writing and descriptive skills. Math: 
Addition/subtraction with three-digit numbers. How much change would you 
get back if you bought something with a five dollar bill. Science: Getting in 
depth with the eye and learning what it does. Reading: Helen Keller. Will be 
dissecting a cow eyeball on the 21st.  

3rd: Social Studies: Pioneer unit. Longmont history and westward movement. 
Science: Earth (solid Earth), rock kit. Plant unit coming up. Math: 
Multiplication with larger numbers and different ways of looking at 
multiplication. Writing: Working on poetry. Reading: Studying astronauts in 
space. 

GT: Down to two classes. Teaching Geometry class with 2nd/3rd/4th graders, 
going to an event like a competition (but no prizes). Figure out square footage 
for landscape designs, for example. Passionate Readers Club! Third grade 
Space Show is coming up at Skyline. 

4th: Science: Doing tons of science now, which they’re loving. Surface tension 
(how many drops of water can fit on a penny, how many with soapy water), 
just did electricity. Reading: Just started new book clubs.  
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5th: Colorado Conservation Project — getting tons of mail back from the 
people they wrote to all over the state.  

Specials : Art: Art display at the Twin Peaks Mall in the former Stephen 
Barry’s (?). 4th+5th will have display in the main hall here this month. Music: 
Ms. Aurand said we have super talented kids for the talent show that the 3rd-
5th graders got to put on during TCAP. Space Concert on April 25th. Kid Zing 
patriotic concert on May 1st. Also discussing Stomp routines (noisy rhythmic 
style of music), so asking for pots and pans, garbage lids, anything that will 
make noise. PE: Mr. Hoople is asking if anybody knows where we can 
purchase 100 light green T-shirts at a reasonable rate. So far he’s gotten $6.50 
per shirt, so if anyone knows a better price. Our spirit gear supplier can do 
much better than that. 

Action Items 
Event Updates : Chipotle Night, April 17th. We get 50% back from them! 
This is the best we get from them. 

King Soopers Cards:  

Funding Request : Third grade would like six Kindle Fire units plus apps. 
Asking for $725 (and will also use remaining individual teacher grant 
balances). Choosing Kindle Fire over iPad due to cost. There are many apps 
that are free. 

Scholastic has e-book club, which will be available to us. This will take up less 
room in the classroom than all the new books. We can store books to be used 
in the classroom “in the cloud” (through amazon.com), which are then shared 
among up to eight units. Intervention is one way we can use this.  

Enrichment: How can we make learning exciting? One activity currently in 
the classroom is the listening center. Takes up a lot of room, unit is very old, 
and isn’t reliable. Kindle Fire has more engaging visuals than a book too. 

Research: do an animal report, resulting in a visual (diorama, visual, poster). 
Takes a lot of time to go into library or bring laptops into the room. Kindle 
Fire would provide immediate access. 

One objection to approving funding right now: could we get a better deal if we 
were prepared to order more units for use in more classrooms? Dr. Guthals 
notes we don’t know enough about the technology to know if that’s 
appropriate yet. Deb and Ben note that we have reviewed possible discounts 
from Amazon and will still pursue one, but that they aren’t significant. 

Motion to alter the budget; motion carries.  

Website: Fall River PTO’s existing website is part of the school’s site, which 
means we don’t have access to make changes, we can’t promote any 
commercial venture, and the technology is old. We can do better. 

Our new site promotes detailed information on all PTO programs, 
showcasing what we do. Current volunteer opportunities are all listed and 
broken down by whether the opportunity is appropriate for parents who 
work, parents with toddlers, and parents who want to help from home.  

For fundraising, we can not only solicit donations from every page, but can 
also take per-lap pledges (to be billed after Fox Trot), and solicit sponsorships.  

Requesting $10 + $60 for domain name registration and SSL certificate, plus 
up to $65 of one-time purchases (software and design elements). 

Request for $135? Motion carries. 

Business meeting adjourned at  8:18 


